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Hirofumi SENJU Nagoya Municipal Women's College, Nagoya 464 (Received November 30, 1989) In our model a weakly· interacting massive particle Is' exists. The consideration of baryon number non·conserving processes which are assumed to originate in the subpreon physics shows an asymmetrical existence of it in the universe. Using the formalism of Griest and Seckel, it is shown that Is" is a viable candidate of the cold dark matter. § 1. Introduction
Now we have, as simple elements of Nature, leptons, quarks, electromagnetic interactions, strong interactions based on the three colors, weak interactions due to the weak boson exchange and gravity. A main task of the present-day particle physics is to find internal relations among such simple elements and to disclose a more profound essence of Nature.
In order to connect known interactions, it is almost certain that one mu~t introduce new interactions. If leptons and quarks are taken fundamental as in the GUT approach, it necessarily restricts properties of newly introduced interactions severely because the interactions acting among leptons and quarks are required to satisfy special properties. In the GUT approach, all interaction must be like QCD and a possible choice is only what gauge group is taken. On the other hand, if we take a composite model of leptons and quarks (namely pre on models), new interactions can be taken more flexibly because properties of preons are not so restricted. This flexibility would be fruitful to clarify an essence of Nature.· This point is one of virtues of preon models.
We believe that one of the key phenomena to consider physics in the preon world is the very existence of lepton and quark with their unique properties. It will be especially important to find a way by which we can explain naturally the facts that the electric charges of them are very different from each other and that quarks with abnormal charges have a color quantum number.
The author has recently proposed a preon modeP) along this line of thought by introducing preons with charge e/2 as well as the preonic charge which is identified with the magnetic charge. This model has some interesting features. Among them, the following may be of fundamental importance.
(1) It is an inevitable consequence that particles with an abnormal electric charge couple with other exact gauge fields. This nicely explains the existence of another exact gauge symmetry (namely QCD) besides QED and gives the reason why quarks have a color quantum number.
(2) The quark charge e/3 is a natural consequence of the charge of preon (=e/2) and the number of the color (=3). Our pre on model has, however, serious defects from a theoretical point of view. In our preon model, the conservation of preon species requires six conservation laws, namely coservations of the electric charge, of the color, of the preonic charge, of barybn number (= B), of the lepton number (= L) and of the total preon number (= nT). Although the former three are guaranteed by gauge principles, the latter \ three are ad hoc. The existence of such ad hoc conservation laws shows incomleteness of the pre on physics. This incompleteness directly correlates with the complexity of the matter in the preon level. In spite of the simplicity of the gauge interactions at the preon level, preon species are abundant (e.g., colorless charged preons are WI, W2 and co) and so matter and gauge interactions do not correspond to each other. There is another problem. If the preonic charge is identified with the magnetic charge, in order to make a (WI W2)( = W+) boson, the angular momentum carried by the photon field is required to be an integer, namely ZI2=(eIg2-e2gI)/4;r=integer. Ho.Jrever, the requirement from quantum field theory is that ZI2 is a half integer. 2 ) Why does Nature choose an integer ZI2 at the pre on level? It seems almost impossible to answer this quention, if we stop at the preon model. These facts show the incompleteness of the pre on level physics. We attempt to solve these problems by stepping into a subpreon level and making fundamental matter simpler and more beautiful. For the accomplishment of this task, B n~m conserving processes offer an important clue. Although the existence of B nonconserving processes is not confirmed by laboratory experiments (i.e., the absence of proton decay), the baryon asymmetry of the universe strongly suggests the existence of the process. 3 ) Of course, we must find a way to reconcile the existence of B non-conserving process with the longevity of proton. The resolution of this problem would be one of important keys to get a true theory. B non-conserving processes which are an origin of the baryon asymmetry of the universe are expected to explain the composition of the universe. In the universe, the so-called dark matter exists, which seems to dominate in the universe. 4 ) A study of B non-conserving processes will also give a clue to settle the dark matter problem. If we. take a conservative> viewpoint, neutrinos with the tiny mass are a candidate of the dark matter (hot dark matter). The cosmology shows, however, that hot dark matter-is unfavorable and cold dark matter is relevant. 4 ) This suggests the necessity of physics beyond the standard model. It will be one of the important tests for any model to explain the issue of cold dark matter.
Previously we discussed these problems in a short'note,S) where the dark matter problem was studied only in a very crude approximation. Although it expresses a qualitative feature of our model correctly, its quantitative results are far from the real situation. In this paper we shall investigate the dark matter problem in detail, using a more realistic formalism of Griest andSeckel. 6 ) Below it will be shown that the cosmological mass density problem and some related problems· oan be resolved naturally. Namely our model can give a viable candidate of cold dark matter. This paper is organized as follows. In the; next section, for completeness, B non-conserving ,processes based on subpreon modelS) are reviewed.: In § 3, whether our model can explain the dark matter problem is investigated. Some related problems are also studi:ed. Section 4is devoted to discussion.
H. Senju § 2. Baryon number non-conservation and subpreon model
We study baryon number non-conserving processes (or more generally speaking, preon number non-conserving processes) which is assumed to originate in the subpreon physics through considering a phenomenological pre on number non-conserving Lagrangian expressed in terms of preons. 5 ) In general a preon number nonconserving phenomenological Lagrangian is written as
q where K is a preon number conserving term and the color conservation is imposed.
Hereafter we omit K-term for simplicity. The conservations of the electric charge (Q), preonic charge (Qp) and color are guaranteed by gauge symmetries. Hence we assume that these are also conserved in a subpreon world. Consequently the following relations are obtained, since QW1= -Q W 2= -Q c o=3Qc" Qh=O and Qph= -2Qpw =-2Qpc, n-m-l+p=O, n+m+l+3p-2q=0 and n+m+l+3p+q=even, (2) where the last relation is required from the fact that L is a scalar. If the preonic charge is identified with the magnetic charge, the conservation of the color magnetic charge is also required, which results in n+m+l+3p+q=3Xinteger because an preons carry the same color magnetic charge and the color magnetic charge is a Z(3) charge. This relation is automatically satisfied by Eq. (2). In the subpreon level, the conservations of B, Land nT may be all violated. In this case we must study all cases allowed by Eq. (2). However, we take a conjecture that interactions with more conservation laws are stronger than those with less conservation laws. If we adopt this conjecture, the dominant preon number nonconserving processes satisfy two conservation laws besides Q, Qp and color conservations. We take nT as one of them, since the conservation of nT has a more general character than that of individual preon species. In this case, the following is imposed further, n+m+l+3p+q=0.
From Eqs. (2) and (3), we obtain that n= -2p, m= -(1 + p) and q=O. If we fix land p, then ilB/ilL= p/l is obtained. The values of p and 1 reflect physics at the subpreon level. We take the case 1 = P for the following reason.
A~ discussed in the previous paper,I) if we identify the preonic charge with the magnetic charge, the abnormal charge of Ci is naturally understood using the color number 3. It is ± e/6. In our model there is no reason to take only + e/6. Both the cases should reproduce the real world. This is realized by the simultaneous change of the sign of the charge of Co which results in Qco+ ~Qc,=O. This condition is not From the above arguments, we obtain for the simplest B nonconserving Lagrangian,5) (4) where f is a dimensionful coupling constant determined by an energy scale of the subpreon physics. It is not difficult to construct a subpreon model which gives rise to the process (4). Let us introduce subpreohs a which is a pure charge -e/2, /3i (i=1~3) with charge +e/6 which is 3 under SU(3)c and b with a preonic charge which is electrically neutral and asinglet under SU (3) In this model Band L are meaningful only in the pre on level because it is meaningless to assign B=1/3 to /3i in the subpreon leveL In the case that the preonic chrge is identified with the magnetic charge, the Dirac condition requires for the a and b system that (elg2-e2gl)/47r=e/2 X gb/47r= ±1/2, where gb is the magnetic charge of b. Hence we obtain gb= ±47r/e, which implies that WI(W2) carries charge e/2( -e/2) and magnetic charge 47r/e(gb is taken to be 47r/e). Therefore we have, for the WI and W2 system (i.e., W+-boson), (elg2-ezgl)/47r=1. Thus we can derive the condition which is assumed in the preon physics. I) Even if process (4) is introduced, lse(=w[IWzJhe) is stable. However, process (4) causes a proton decay as follows :5) (5) This is easily seen from the fact that L in Eq. (4) is expressed as~ UYYY(U=(wco) and Y=(wc;). As shown later, the cosmological mass density problem requires the mass of l/>(Mp-Me)/4. Hence proton cannot decay due to a negative Q-value.
In the case that Sakharov's conditions 3 ) are satisfied (note that CP-violation is a natural consequence of our modep),5», Eq. (4) gives a net composition of the universe as follows :*) (6) *) Although Sakharov's conditions can be satisfied in our model, we cannot clarify at the present stage a concrete mechanism through which the baryon asymmetry of the universe is produced. The fact that interactions are strong even at a short distance in our model may bring about a problem in the explanation of the baryon asymmetry. For a discussion on this point, however, it is necessary to know a detailed dynamics in the preon and the subpreon world.
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whicl1:results at a sufficiently low temperature in the following composition of the universe,5)
a(P+ e-)+(I-a)(N
where_'a is a parameter determined by the N/P ratio in the universe. § 3. 1/ as a cold dark matter candidate (7) Iir our modeF) the lowest mass particle among new fermions and U-and Y-bosons is stable. We take that it is 1/.
),7)
Since 1/ interacts only weakly (hereafter we suppress the generation suffix e), it behaves as cold dark matter in the universe. 5 ) In this section we study the cosmologiCal mass density assuming that ls is dark matter. Assuming that the cosmological mass density (p) is dominated by baryon1c matter (PB) and ls(ls) (p Is and Pis), we obtain the following relation 5 ) for the present-day mass densities in units of the critical mass density (Pc =3H02 /87CC, Q=p/pc, QB=PB/PC) , (8) where::Qls-Qls=4QBM/MN, where M(MN) is the mass of lse (nUcleon). If we take Q=l'which is the prediction of the inflationary universe theory, the upper bound of M is obtained independently of the annihilation cross section of ls-ls, (9) Acc01'ding to the analyses of the nucleosynthesis,8) 0.04<Q~h2<0.14, where the preserrt-day Hubble constant Ho is expressed as Ho=50 h kms-1Mpc-1 . The direct obserV'ation shows that l~h~2. However, the age of the galaxy seems to show that the ag~ of the universe is larger than 10 model implies that the masses of these bosons are much larger than the W-boson mass. Hence we neglect the contributions of these bosons (i.e., D's and N). If we take SV (6) we,7) we obtain for Ts-ls annihilation cross sections at a low energy limit, (12) where Vrel is a relative velocity and
. (13) In our model the dark matter exists asymmetrically. Griest and Seckel 6 ) have studied in detail the mass density of cold dark matter in an asymmetrical case. We analyse the cosmological mass density using their results. In our model the net number of Ts and Is is not so large compared with that of baryon (nl s -nl s =4nB, where n is the number density.) Therefore, taking a~ Y f in Eq. (15) 
Qs:=::::35/((M/GeV)2N A h 2 ) X (16/g*(Tf ))I/2 , (15)
where g*( T) is the usual effective number of relativistic degrees of freedom at temperature T. g* changes drastically at the QeD confinement temperature Te . . At T> Te, gluons, quarks, photons and leptons are treated as free particles. At T < Te, photons, leptons and low mass (m< Te) hadrons mainly contribute to g*. If Te=0.2 GeV,9) we obtain for g* 57/4 for ml'< T< m", 69/4 for m,,< T< T e, 247/4 for T e< T < me and 289/4 for me< T< mr, where we take mu=md=O and ms=0. 15 GeV. Hence we can take in a first approximation, considering a relevant value of Tf < 11.5/20~0. 6 GeV, that g*=16 for T< Te and =64 for T> Te. However, this step function is not realistic. In this paper we take g*=16 for T<0.175 GeV and g*=64 for T > 0.225 Ge V and interpolate linearly between 0.175 and 0.225 Ge y. Q is depends severely on the masses of V and Y. As discussed previously7) a naive guess suggests that Muo<Mu+~ Mw<My. The flavor changing neutral current problem suggests My ~1 TeV. IO ) In this paper we take Mu+=Mw and Muo<Mw and neglect Yexchanges. Hence we use,
(16) (a) Qualitative features of our model Equation (14) shows that, for a small M, Qls~QS and, for a large M, Qls~O. Since both V O and W belong to the same multiplet in SV(6)w/) and both are colorless, they are expected to have the same mass in a first approximation. For a qualitative discussion, it is sufficient to take . Muo=Mw, g*=16, h=l, and H. Senju If we take Q = 0(1), then SJcDM~ QB, which implies that the universe is dominated by the dark matter and QB~1. These fit nicely to the real situation. Thus our model can naturally explain the peculiar features of the universe.· .n. 4.4(0.004) =0.05 in the case h=l. However, it seems reasonable to take Tc~0.2 GeV.
) (c) Monochromatic neutrinos from the SUN and related problems
If Ts and Is are captured by the SUN in a sufficient amount, ))e with EII=M will be detected in the proton decay detectors. The flux of the neutrino is determined mainly by the capture rate of the minority component (i.e., Is) and by the branching ratio of Tsls ~ II e))e (= BR), as far as M is larger than evaporation mass ( ~ 3.3 Ge V).6) In our model BR is expected to be large ( ~ 1). Certainly, even if we take a condition of Q=l, the case M>3.3 GeV exists (e.g., M=3.9 and 5.6 GeV for h=l, QBh 2 =0;04 and Muo=60 GeV) as shown in the Table. However, the capture rate is proportional to GeV and M=3.9 GeV, we have R ~0.006. Hence the predicted flux is smaller by more than one order of the magnitude than the experimental upper limit. 13 ) In the case M =5.6 GeV, the predicted flux is negligibly small almost independently of the masses of D, Nand Y, since Qis<tl. An anti-proton flux due to occasional annihilations Tsls ~in the galactic halo may not be large enough to detect due to the same reason in the neutrino flux.
The direct detection of the recoil nucleus produced through dark matter-nucleus scattering on the earth will be useful to confirm the existence of the cold dark matter and to clarify its property. Since Is has a rather small mass « 12 GeV), the detection Stepping into the subpreon level, we have understood the existence of Band L non-conserving processes. The essential ingredient of the idea is to consider that quantum numbers such as Band L, whose coservations are not guaranteed by the gauge principle, are possible to be defined when preons are constructed from subpreons. This makes the subpreons free from such ad hoc quantum numbers and so the subpreon world on a higher level from the viewpoint of the gauge principle.
This progress settles some problems which necessarily exist at the preon level. At the pre on level, matter is in a very complicated situation as shown typically by the copious existence of charged and colorless preons, WI, W2 and Co, in spite of the rather simplicity of gauge interactions and so we cannot specify all preons in terms of the physical properties with respect to gauge interactions alone. This unfavorable point as a fundamental property of Nature is removed in the subpreon physics once we recognize a simple pattern of charged and colored particles, namely (/31, /32, /33, (1'). This implies that the subpreon world approaches a profound essence of Nature. The simple grouping (/31, /32, /33, (1') strongly suggests that QED and QeD will be connected on a higher level in the subpreon world.
Due to the B non-conserving process a proton decay can occur in general and the generation of the B asymmetry of the universe takes place (for the latter the natural existence of the CP violation in our model is also important). However, the proton decay does not really occur due to a negative Q-value (i.e., 4 times the mass of Is> the proton mass). In many models it is a very difficult problem to reconcile the existence of the asymmetry of the universe and the longevity of the proton. The existence of the simple solution to this problem may be one of virtues of our model.
Since Is is the stable weakly-interacting massive particle, it exists in a considerable amount in the present-day universe. Taking it as cold dark matter, we can naturally explain the fact that .!JcDM~O(10)xQB. Our model has a solution to Q=1 over a wide range of the mass of Uo, i.e., ~125 GeV, without a contradiction with the experiments on the neutrino flux·from the Sun. (Our success is not trivial. Note that symmetric heavy Dirac neutrinos, sneutrinos and Majorana neutrinos are already excluded as a dark matter candidate by the experiments on the neutrino flux from the SUN.I3) Survivors are not many.) The cosmological parameters are restricted severely. If we take Q=I, Ho>40 km/s/Mpc and QB~O.07. Fourtunately, these are within observed limits. The mass of Is is probably smaller than 11.5 GeV. e+-eannihilation experiments with a high luminosity may be able to detect Is through e+,e-~ Islsr. It will be,a pleasure if Uo (or U+) has a rather small mass ( < Mw) and future experiments at LEP can confirm the existence of UO (or U+). As for a detection of ls as cold dark matter, the detector of the Druiker-Stodolsky type 14 ) may be useful.
In our model the lowest mass particle (LMP) among the new fermions and U-and Y-bosons is stable. We have always taken that it is lse. Although this choice is certainly the most attractive one from a theoretical point of view, it is undoubtedly an assumption. The cosmology gives a powerful argument that only this choice is viable. In order that LMP behaves as dark matter, it must interact only weakly. Among the first class particles, there exist two candidates, namely ls and Uo. If UO is stable, Eq. (4) implies that the composition of the universe is P+e-+4l7+4Uo. Hence, as for the cosmological mass density, it may appear that these two cases give similar predictions. However, there is an essential difference. While ls is a weak isospin singlet, Uo belongs to a weak isospin doublet. Uo couples to Z and so Z --> UoUo occurs if M uo<Mz/2. As discussed previously, recent experiments strongly suggest Muo>45 GeV. Hence, Q>4QBMuo/MN>200QB>4. Thus we cannot adopt the stable Uo as dark matter. In addition, the stable Uo case brings about a serious trouble in the CDM detection experiments on the earth. Uo can scatter through a Z exchange coherently off nuclei. Hence the stable Uo with such a large mass should be detected in the Ge detectors. Recent experiments exclude this case. 16 )
The origin of troubles in the Uo case is that it belongs toa weak isospin doublet. Heavy Dirac neutrino as CDM also encounters a serious difficulty in a similar manner to the case of Uo, even if, taking asymmetrical lJD, one passes the constraint from the neutrino flux from the Sun. In the ls case, such a trouble does not occur due to its neutrality under the weak isospin. The new particle required from the CDM problem must not couple to Z in a similar way to leptons and quarks. This strongly suggests that the required particle is not relative of leptons and quarks but very exotic, such as the photino or our ls.
